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Abstract. The paper explores the issues related to the impact of thermal resistance of the roof on the 
electrical parameters of photovoltaic roof tiles. The methodology of determination of the thermal 
resistance and thermal transmittance factor was presented in accordance with the applicable legal 
regulations and standards. A test station was presented for the purpose of measurement of the 
parameters of photovoltaic roof tiles depending on the structure of the roof substrate. Detailed analysis 
of selected building components as well as their impact on the design thermal resistance factor and 
thermal transmittance factor was carried out. Results of our own studies, which indicated a relation 
between the type of the roof structure and the values of the electricity generated by photovoltaic tiles, 
were presented. Based on the calculations, it was concluded that the generated outputs in the respective 
constructions differ by maximum 6%. For cells with the highest temperature, the performance of the PV 
roof tiles on the respective roof constructions fell within the range between 0.4% and 1.2% (depending 
on the conducted measurement) and amounted to 8.76% (in reference to 9.97% for roof tiles with the 
lowest temperature).   

1 Introduction  
A photovoltaic roof tile is an example of a BIPV 
(Building Integrated Photovoltaics) element which 
integrates the roof covering with PV cells. The BIPV 
elements, except the generation of electric current in the 
process of photovoltaic conversion, must meet the 
requirements set for building materials. In the case of 
solar roof tiles installed in the roof, they must ensure 
appropriate water, thermal and sound insulations. 
Additionally, the solar roof tiles, as compared with the 
traditional PV panels installed on the supporting 
structure over the roof, as a consequence of poorer wind 
cooling, are subject to the faster heating of PV cells and 
are characterised by lower performance [1, 2]. On top of 
this, the photovoltaic tiles cannot be placed on solar 
tracking systems which would increase the generated 
power outputs [3]. Thermal processes occurring within 
the roof space (such as heat exchange by convection and 
radiation) necessitate the performance of complex 
analytical calculations (using criterial numbers, 
principles of probability or numerical calculations) by 
means of specialist computer software or parallel 
calculations [4-6].  

Continuously growing demand for electricity 
(largely, also the demand of individual recipients) entails 
the need to obtain it from other sources. However, 
photovoltaic micro-installations constitute a certain 
danger for the power system, which is related to the 
hardly predictable quantity of produced electricity, its 

transmission to power plants or other recipients through 
power lines or the electromagnetic impact on the 
surrounding environment [7, 8]. 

Growing requirements set for newly built buildings, 
which refer to their energy-efficiency, necessitate the 
application of building materials with the lowest thermal 
transmittance factor U [W/m2K] (i.e. with a large 
thermal resistance R [m2K/W]). In the 90-ties in Poland, 
the thermal transmittance factor for a building roof was 
established at the level of 0.45 W/m2K, while at present, 
pursuant to the Regulation of the Minister of 
Infrastructure of 1 January 2017, it may not exceed 
0.23 W/m2K [9, 10]. Hence, the roof insulation 
significantly affects a decrease in efficiency of electricity 
generation from photovoltaic roof tiles, which is of no 
importance in the case of performance of traditional PV 
panels [1,2].  

2 Methodology of determination of 
thermal resistance and thermal 
transmittance factor of the roof. 

2.1 Thermal transmittance factor U 

Determination of the thermal insulation of roofs must be 
carried out in accordance with the applicable legal acts, 
i.e. at present, PN-EN ISO 6946:2008. The thermal 
transmittance factor U for a building partition, with the 
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assumption of the one-dimensional heat flow must be 
determined on the basis of the following equation [10]:  

 𝑈𝑈 = 1
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇

≤ 𝑈𝑈𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  

where: 
RT – total thermal resistance. 

The value of the thermal resistance is determined in 
accordance with the following equation [10]:  

 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑑𝑑

 

where: 
d – thickness of a layer of material in a component [m], 
 – design thermal conductivity coefficient of the material 
calculated in accordance with ISO 10456, or coefficient taken 
from values given in the table [W/mK]. 

2.2 Total thermal resistance of the building 
component consisting of homogenous layers 

Total thermal resistance RT of a flat building component 
which consists of homogenous layers thermally 
perpendicular to the heat stream must be calculated from 
the following formula [10]:  

 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2 + ⋯ + 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 + 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 

where: 
Rsi – heat transfer resistance on the inner surface, 
R1…n – design thermal resistance of each layer, 
Rse – heat transfer resistance on the outer surface. 

2.3 Total thermal resistance of the building 
component consisting of homogenous and 
inhomogeneous layers  

The hipped roof end is an inhomogeneous partition, 
therefore, it is necessary to calculate supremum RT’ and 
infimum RT” of the total thermal resistance for the 
repeatable section of a partition (the so called 
component). Such a repeatable section for the hipped 
roof end is the component with the width equal to the 
axial spacing of a rafter. Further calculations are carried 
out in an identical manner as is the case with 
homogenous partitions. The total thermal resistance of 
the component which consists of homogenous and 
inhomogeneous layers parallel to each other can be 
determined from the following formula [10]:  

 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇′+𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇′′

2   

Prior to this, the partition must be divided into sections 
consisting of thermally homogenous layers and their 
relative areas must be determined in accordance with the 
formula given below [10]: 

 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚…𝑛𝑛 = 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎…𝑛𝑛
𝐴𝐴   

where: 
fa…n – relative areas of each section [-], 

Aa…n – area of the section perpendicular to the direction of heat 
flow [m2], 
A – total area of the partition perpendicular to the direction of 
heat flow [m2], whereby  

 𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 + 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 + ⋯ + 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 = 1  

Fig. 1 presents the cross-section of the roof surface with 
a division into sections and layers (based on the example 
of a roof with boards, top-cover membrane and mineral 
wool). Symbol x marks a counter-batten, and symbol y 
stands for a rafter. The component with the width from 
the half of one rafter to the half of the other rafter was 
assumed as the repeatable section. It is possible to 
distinguish three sections in it (two identical sections a 
and one section b). On the other hand, the roof consists 
of 6 layers (A – H). The specified layers comprise: 
 A – pine rafters and mineral wool, 
 H – only pine rafters (without wool), 
 B – pine boards, 
 G – vapour-permeable film, 
 C – top-cover membrane, 
 D – pine counter-battens and air void, 
 E – pine battens, 
 F – photovoltaic roof tile. 

The respective sections (visible in Fig.1) include: 
 a – pine rafters and pine boards with top-cover 

membrane or vapour-permeable film (depending on 
the type of the roof structure), the width of the 
section is g1 = 0.04 m, 

 b – mineral wool, boards and top-cover membrane 
or vapour-permeable film or air void (depending on 
the type of the roof structure), the width of the 
section is g2 = 0.72 m. 

 
Fig. 1. Cross-section of the roof surface with a division into 
sections (a, b) and layers (A – H). 

During the determination of the thermal resistance 
factors of the roof structure, layers A, B, C as well as G 
and H, which will replace layers A and B respectively in 
other types of roof structures subjected to consideration 
in this paper, will be of particular importance. Details 
regarding the layers are given below in the paper.  

2.4 Supremum of total thermal resistance RT’ 

The supremum of total thermal resistance RT’ is 
determined with the assumption of a one-dimensional 
thermal stream perpendicular to the surface of the 
component in accordance with the formula below [10]:  
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 1
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇′ = 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎
+ 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏
+ ⋯ + 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑛𝑛
  

where: 
RTa, RTb, …, RTn – total thermal resistances from the 
environment to the environment of each section, calculated in 
accordance with the formula (3). 

2.5 Infimum of total thermal resistance RT” 

The infimum of total heat resistance RT” is determined 
with the assumption that all the surfaces parallel to the 
surface of the component are isothermal. Equivalent 
thermal resistance Rj of each thermally inhomogeneous 
layer is calculated from the following equation [10]:  

 1
𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗

= 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎
𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗

+ 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏
𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗

+ ⋯ + 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛
𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗

  

where: 
j – consecutive component layer in the section. 

The standard [8] also allows for an optional method of 
determination of Rj in accordance with the following 
formula:  

 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗 = 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗
𝑗𝑗" 

where: 
dj – thickness of the thermally inhomogeneous layer [m], 
j” – equivalent thermal conductivity coefficient of the 
inhomogeneous layer, whereby: 

 𝑗𝑗" = 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 + ⋯ + 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 

The infimum of the total thermal resistance is (based on 
relation 3) equal to [8]:  

 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇
" = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅2 + ⋯ + 𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛 + 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 

If the air layer is part of the inhomogeneous layer, it can 
be treated as a material with equivalent thermal 
conductivity coefficient for which parameters are 
determined by the standard [10].   

3 Types of roof structures 
There are several types of roof structures in single-
family buildings depending on the preferences of the 
house owners, their financial capacities and the functions 
of the attic. The space under the roof can be used as a 
habitable attic (with the possibility of creation of 
accommodation spaces) or inhabitable attic (unheated 
premises). The function of the attic determines its 
temperature, therefore it will influence the process of 
heat exchange through the roof covering and roof 
insulation, thus, the performance conditions of the 
photovoltaic roof tiles. The working PV roof tiles will 
transfer the heat to the roof structure, whereby the heat 
will be accumulated and transferred to the attic to an 
extent that will depend on the thermal resistance of the 
structure. The most frequently encountered roof 
substrates include: 

 D1 – vapour-permeable film insulated with 
mineral wool (for habitable and inhabitable 
attics), 

 D2 – vapour-permeable film without insulation 
(for inhabitable attics), 

 D3 – boards and top-cover membrane insulated 
with mineral wool (for habitable attics). 

The paper analyses the three most frequent roof 
structures mentioned above in terms of estimation of 
their thermal resistance and impact on the performance 
of photovoltaic roof tiles, related to an increase in the 
temperature and a decrease in the efficiency of electricity 
generation.  

In certain roof structures, some layers are absent or 
are replaced by others (given in brackets). The detailed 
specification of the materials occurring in the respective 
types of roof structures is listed in Table 1. (where ”+” 
means the presence and ”–” the absence). The data of the 
structural (construction) materials applied in the built 
fragments of roofs (visible in Fig. 2) was collected in 
Table 2 (based on the datasheet of materials or the 
standard [10]).  

Table 1. Specification of materials in the respective types of 
roof structures. 

Roof 
Layer 

A H B G C D E F 

D1 + - - + - + + + 

D2 - + - + - + + + 

D3 + - + - + + + + 

Table 2. Values of parameters of building materials [10]. 

Material d  
[m] 

λ 
[W/mK] 

R 
[m2K/W] 

U 
[W/m2K] 

1. Mineral 
wool 0.1 0.042 2.3810 0.42 

2. Rafter 
(0.08 m 
wide) 

0.1 0.3 0.3333 3 

3. Board 0.025 0.3 0.0833 12 

4. 
Membrane 0.002 0.18 0.0111 90 

5. Film 0.0002 0.04 0.0050 200 

6. 
Counter-

batten 
0.01 0.3 0.0333 30 

7. Batten 
(0.06 m 
wide) 

0.04 0.3 0.1333 7.5 

8. PV roof 
tile 0.0055 0.8545 0.0064 155.5 

The design values of physical properties for the wooden 
elements (rafter, board, counter-batten and batten – 
reported in table 2) were assumed on the basis of PN-EN 
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6946:1999 for the pine wood cut along the medium 
density 550 kg/m3 in semi-humid conditions [10]. 

The values of heat transfer resistances from the inner 
side Rsi = 0.17 m2K/W, outer side Rse = 0.04 m2K/W and 
for the PV tile were assumed or calculated in accordance 
with the standard [10]. 

4 Determination of roof parameters 
In accordance with the applicable regulations and 
methodology reported in section 2 of this paper, thermal 
resistances and thermal transmittance factors were 
determined for three different roof structures (described 
in detail in section 3). The detailed calculations were 
presented only for roof D3, and the values of the 
obtained parameters for each type of roof were listed in 
table 3. 

4.1 Determination of supremum RT’ for sections 
a and b 

In order to determine supremum RTa and RTb for the 
respective sections, it is necessary to take into account 
the layers occurring in them (in accordance with the 
numeration of materials in table 2): 

 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑅𝑅2 + 𝑅𝑅3 + 𝑅𝑅4 + 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  

 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑅𝑅1 + 𝑅𝑅3 + 𝑅𝑅4 + 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  

Values Ri are determined in accordance with equation 
(2). The total area of partition A was determined as the 
product of thickness of the roof structure and the width 
of the repeatable component section:  

 𝐴𝐴 = (2𝑔𝑔1 + 𝑔𝑔2) ∙ (𝑑𝑑2 + 𝑑𝑑3 + 𝑑𝑑4)  

The relative area of each section fa, fb was determined as 
follows: 

 𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 = 𝑔𝑔1∙(𝑑𝑑2+𝑑𝑑3+𝑑𝑑4)
𝐴𝐴   

 𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 = 𝑔𝑔2∙(𝑑𝑑2+𝑑𝑑3+𝑑𝑑4)
𝐴𝐴   

The supremum was determined in accordance with 
equation 7: 

 1
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇′ = 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎
+ 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏
+ 𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎
  

4.2 Determination of infimum RT” for layers A, B 
and C 

In each of the layers, there is one material for which it is 
necessary to determine the equivalent thermal 
conductivity coefficient and then the equivalent thermal 
resistance in accordance with equations (8) – (11):  

 𝐴𝐴" = 22𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 + 1𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 

value of the total infimum:

 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇
" = 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴 + 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵+ 𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶 + 𝑅𝑅𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 

4.3 Determination of the value of RT and U for 
the roof 

Having determined the values of the infimum and 
supremum of a component, it is possible to calculate the 
value of total thermal resistance RT for it, consisting of 
homogenous and inhomogeneous layers parallel to each 
other, using equation (4), and the thermal transmittance 
factor U in accordance with formula (1).  

4.4 Specification of determined parameters for 
the tested roofs  

By using the presented relations and values of structural 
materials of the roof, the parameters of thermal 
resistances and thermal transmittance factors were 
determined for the roof structures under consideration. 
(Table 3). 

Table 3. Values of parameters determined for the tested roofs. 

Parameter Values 

Symbol Unit Roof 
D1 D2 D3 

RTa [m2K/W] 0.5483 0.5483 0.6378 

RTb [m2K/W] 2.5960 0.2150 2.6854 

A [m2] 0.0802 0.0802 0.1016 

fa [-] 0.05 0.05 0.05 

fb [-] 0.9 0.9 0.9 

RT’ [m2K/W] 1.8901 0.2289 2.0328 

λA [W/mK] 0.0678 - 0.0678 

λB [W/mK] - - 0.3 

λC [W/mK] - - 0.18 

λG [W/mK] 0.04 0.04 - 

λH [W/mK] - 0.4391 - 

RT” [m2K/W] 1.6899 0.4427 1.7794 

RT [m2K/W] 1.79 0.3358 1.9061 

U [W/m2K] 0.5587 2.9777 0.5246 

While analysing the values of the thermal transmittance 
factor obtained by way of analytical calculations, it is 
possible to notice that none of them meets the 
requirements set for roofs in the applicable legal acts. In 
real-world solutions, roof rafters are about 18 cm thick 
(and not 10 cm as in built fragments) and the thickness 
of the applied thermal insulation in the form of mineral 
wool is about 30 cm (and not 10 cm as in the analysed 
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case). It is also possible to use materials with better 
(lower) thermal conductivity coefficient λ. After a 
change in the thickness and quality of the materials used, 
it would be necessary to carry out the whole analysis 
again (in a manner identical to the one presented before), 
until obtaining the satisfactory values of parameter U. 
However, from the point of view of the performance of 
the photovoltaic roof tiles, a general principle that 
indicates the impact of the thermal transmittance factor 
(thermal resistance of the roof) on the reduction in the 
efficiency of generation of the electricity due to an 
increase in the temperature of the PV cells is important.  

5 Measurement of electrical parameters 
of photovoltaic roof tiles placed on 
different roof structures 

Fig. 2 presents the measuring station which serves the 
purpose of performing measurements in environmental 
conditions and electric parameters of the solar roof tiles 
installed in three different roofs D1 – D3 (described 
above). The PV cells are directed towards the south and 
inclined at an angle of 37 in relation to the ground 
surface (optimal conditions for Poznan) [11-13]. Three 
photovoltaic roof tiles were serially connected with each 
other on each of the roofs, and as a result of this the total 
installed power on a single roof amounted to 156 W.  

 

Fig. 2. View of roofs built on the basis of the presented three 
material structures of a different kind. 

Table 4 lists the specifications of the PV roof tile in  
STC conditions (E = 1000 W/m2, to = 25°C, AM = 1,5). 
It occupies the area of 0.5 m2, however, in view of the 
required overlapping of roof tiles (laying in a way 
similar to the traditional roof covering) its active area 
containing PV cells is smaller by 0.1 m2.  

The measurements of parameters of the presented 
solar installations were conducted on a selected sunny 
day in the month of August. The values of the respective 
measured parameters obtained during the measurements 
were collected in Table 5. It can be noticed that the 
installation built into roof D2 (which only consists of 
film without insulation), i.e. with the highest thermal 
conductivity coefficient, generated the highest power  
 

at the level of slightly less than 110 W (at environmental 
conditions - E = 993.34W/m2, tpv = 28,69C), which is 
lower by about 30% than that declared by the 
manufacturer in the datasheet for the STC conditions.  

Analysis of the measurement results demonstrates 
unambiguously the impact of the roof structure (used 
building materials) and their design thermal resistances 
on the values of temperatures of PV cells and air within 
the roof space (tgap in layer D). Higher temperatures of 
the PV cells determine the reduction of voltages and 
generated power.  

Table 4. Values of parameters of the PV roof tile in STC [14]. 

Um  
[V] 

Im  
[A] 

Pmax  
[W] 

Isc 
[%/C] 

  
[%] 

9.8 5.3 52 0.027 14.9 

Uoc 
[V] 

Isc  
[A] 

P 
[%/C] 

Uoc 
[%/C] 

S  
[m2] 

12 5.55 – 0.38 – 0.285 0.4 

Taking roof D2, which has the lowest thermal resistance, 
as the base roof (as in the case of this structure, there is 
free exchange of heat from layer D with the air on the 
building attic) the measured values were compared with 
the values determined analytically on the basis of 
temperature coefficients given by the manufacturer in 
the roof tile datasheet. The maximum differences in the 
obtained values amounted to 1.5%.   

Table 5. Measured values of the installation parameters with 
PV roof tiles placed on various structures. 

E [W/m2] 993.34 567.37 360.37 

D1 

Uoc [V] 29.98 30.22 29.93 

Isc [A] 5.33 2.91 1.62 

Um [V] 22.51 24.19 24.65 

Im [A] 4.71 2.57 1.43 

Pmax [W] 106.02 62.17 35.25 

 [%] 8.89 9.13 8.15 

tpv [C] 33.61 31.48 30.94 

tgap [C] 36.31 35.42 34.35 

D2 

Uoc [V] 30.31 30.53 30.24 

Isc [A] 5.33 2.76 1.60 

Um [V] 23.06 24.96 24.01 
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cont. Table 5.  

D2 

Im [A] 4.75 2.72 1.45 

Pmax [W] 109.54 67.89 36.26 

 [%] 9.19 9.97 8.39 

tpv [C] 28.69 27.73 27.21 

tgap [C] 29.32 28.91 28.74 

D3 

Uoc [V] 29.57 29.76 29.44 

Isc [A] 5.12 2.75 1.57 

Um [V] 22.20 23.87 24.37 

Im [A] 4.65 2.50 1.42 

Pmax [W] 103.23 59.68 34.61 

 [%] 8.66 8,76 8.00 

tpv [C] 34.44 32.84 31.14 

tgap [C] 37.42 37.85 36.28 

The differences between the power generated by PV 
roof tiles, which have the highest temperature (D3) and 
the lowest one (D2), range between 0.5 and 12%, 
depending on the performed measurement and the 
prevailing environmental conditions. On the other hand, 
the performance of PV roof tiles ranged between 8 and 
9.97%, that is, between 4 and 12%, depending on the 
structure and the performed measurement.  

6 Conclusions 
Photovoltaic roof tiles constitute an option for persons 
who wish to have their own photovoltaic installation, 
maintaining the aesthetic appearance of their houses. 
However, the stricter and stricter requirements of the 
civil engineering industry regarding the energy-
efficiency of buildings and quality of building materials 
have an adverse effect on the performance of 
photovoltaic systems integrated with the building. It is 
necessary to conduct an accurate analysis of thermal 
resistances of the roof structure and to estimate the real 
power outputs from the installed solar installation in 
order to make the investor fully aware of the achieved 
profits and time of return on investment.  

Analysis of the measuring data demonstrates 
unambiguously the link between the type of the roof 
structure and the values of idle voltages, voltages at 
maximum power point and generated electric power. 
Provision of a better roof insulation (with lower thermal 
transmittance factor) causes faster and stronger heating 
of the PV cells (resulting from worse heat exchange) and 
thus a decrease in efficiency and quantity of the 

electricity generated from photovoltaic roof tiles - from a 
few to several percent.  
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